
Alice’s Adventures in 

Wonderland

Characters analysis



Alice

• Main character of  the story

• 7 years old

• Lots of  imagination

• Based on a real girl – Alice Liddell (one of the author’s child-

friends).

THROUGHOUT THE STORY

• Finds herself in a strange world called « Wonderland »

• Strong sense of her identity + understands the world perfectly

Knows it’s full of  consistent rules

and features



Alice Liddell
4 May 1852 – 16 
November 1934



Alice

• Handles Wonderland as an anthropologist (The study of  human societies 

and cultures and their development) 

• Still has a strong sense of noblesse due to her class status

-> Wealthy family, well raised, polite, hates rudeness >< Wrong remarks that upset the 

creatures of  Wonderland.

-> Confident of  the Victorian virtue in terms of  good manners.

Tensions 

Why ?

Contact between her education and the way Wonderland challenges her by assaulting her with rudeness

Lead to



Alice

• Ends up having an identity crisis (because of  all the challenges she’s been 

through)

-> Has to make a choice

Keeping her notions of  order OR Assimilating the nonsensical rules of  

Wonderland



Famous Quote

“Curiouser and curiouser”



The White Rabbit

• First character that Alice encounters in Wonderland

• She follows him in his hole -> Enters Wonderland

• Late for his job with the Duchess

• Mistakes Alice for his housemaid Mary Ann

-> Orders her to get the work done

-> She grows & gets stuck in the house and asks Pat to get her out. 

Way of  acting:

- Nervous;

- Always in a hurry

- Confident enough to contradict the Queen of  Hearts.

He is some sort of  a guide for Alice throughout her journey, but unintentionally
(because she always tries to follow him)



The White Rabbit

Dean (Henry) Liddel (Alice’s father) – Inspiration of  the White Rabbit

-> Was notorious for being late

6 February 1811 – 18 January 1898



Famous Quote

“Oh dear, I shall be late!”



The Queen
of  Hearts

• Alice must inevitabely meet her to figure out the puzzle of  
Wonderland since she is the heart of  Alice’s country.

• Rules over Wonderland

➢ First time that Alice faces fear in the story

➢ Tyrant, violent, authoritative, dominant towards the King of  
Hearts, explosive and great lack of  patience.

➢ Has her very own ideas when it comes to how a trial should be
conducted

➢ Feared by all Wonderland creatures



The Queen of  Hearts

• Hobbies:

➢ Likes playing croquet with living flamingoes (mallets) and hedghogs (balls)

➢ Loves ordering to behead people

➢ Funny fact: The Gryphon informs Alice that she never executes people who she stentences

to death (Her power lies in her rethoric).



Famous 
Quote

“ OFF WITH THEIR HEADS ”



The Cheshire Cat

• Cat of  the Duchess (Alice finds him in a tree when she leaves the Duchess house)

• Disappears, reappears, constantly grins

• He has lovely green eyes

• He is threatened by no one

• Helps Alice understanding Wonderland

-> Being in Wonderland means being mad, which Alice didn’t get on her own.

-> Alice’s normal behaviour ≠ Wonderland -> Becomes inconsistent

-> Alice becomes mad in the context of  Wonderand

BUT

Her curiosity sets her appart from the other creatures, making her seem mad.



Famous Quote

“Every one here is mad ! You may have noticed I’m not all here myself.”



The King of  Hearts

• Coruler of  Wonderland

• Ineffectual

• Dominated by the Queen

• Undoes the Queen’s execution orders



The Duchess

• She’s the Queen’s ugly cousin

• First she acts rudely, but later on, she treats Alice 

so affectionately that her advances feel

threatening (she tries to be in everyone’s good

books)

• Mistreats her baby



The Caterpillar

• Treats Alice with

Contempt

• Teaches her how to

shrink and grow.

• Described as a “large 

blue caterpillar”

• Sits on a mushroom

• Smoking hookah

Famous Quote

“Who are YOU?”



The Mad Hatter

• Small, impolite

• Perpetual tea-time

• Loves frustrating Alice by being rude’

• Also appears as a witness during the 

trial

• Never referred as the “Mad Hatter”, 

but “The Hatter” in the story.



The March 
Hare

• Mad Hatter’s friend

• Likes frustrating Alice 

by being rude



The Dormouse

• The Mad Hatter and

the March Hare’s

companion

• Drifts in and out of

sleep



The Gryphon

• Servant of  the Queen

• Becomes friend with

Alice

• Helps Alice finding the

Mock Turtle



The Mock Turtle

• Turtle with her head on a calf

• Friendly to Alice but gets too emotional



Alice’s Sister

• The only character who

Alice interacts with

outside of  Wonderland.

• She dreams of  Alice’s

adventures in the end 

of  the story.



The Knave of  Hearts

• Accused of  stealing the Queen’s tart.

The Mouse
• First creature that Alice meets.

• Scared when Alice started talking about her cat

• Foreshadows the story of  Fury and the Knave of  Hearts’ Trial



The Dodo

• Rude character

• Accused by other creatures of  using big words

without knowing their meanings.

• Caucus race



The Duck, the 
Lory and the 

Eaglet

• Participants of  the Caucus 

race



The Cook

• Makes everyone sneeze 

because of  the amout 

of  pepper she uses.

• Big personnality up 

here: Likes throwing 

objetcs at the Duchess 

and even refused to give 

evidence at the trial.



The Pigeon

• Creature that believes Alice is a serpent

• She thinks Alice wants to steal her eggs, therefore, she

becomes angry



Two, Five and Seven

• The playing-card gardeners



Bill

• Lizard who appears as a servant of  the White 

Rabbit, then, he’s seen at the trial as a juror.

• Stupid, ineffectual



The Frog-footman

• The Duchess’s footman.

• Stupid, accustomed to the nonsense of  

Wonderland


